Application for the December Show Inspire
Deadline for the application is May 31
Much like the game of “Telephone” this experimental show, “Inspire”, will
feature art works that are a series of inspirational moments. We hope to
establish at least 5 lines/chains.
The process starts with original photographs chosen by the Exhibition
Committee. That photo is given to the first artist in the chain. Once the first art work is created using
that photo for inspiration, the next artist uses a photo of the previously created artwork as
inspiration and so on down each link in the chain. Each work is inspired by the preceding work
of art. Only the first artist sees the original photo.
Each artist has 2 weeks in which to have work completed enough to photograph. Your piece does
not have to be complete. That photo is then emailed to the next person in line by VAC.
It is important that you commit to that 2 week deadline.
1. You will receive, via email, a photo of the preceding artist’s work that is your inspiration.
2. You have 2 weeks in which to have your work finished enough to photograph.
3. You will email your photo of your work to VAC.
4. That photo will be emailed to the next artist in the chain.
5. A statement of 500 words maximum is required to explain how you were inspired by the art work you were
given.
6. Standard exhibit rules apply except no diptychs or triptychs will be accepted.
7. Deadline for application is May 31.

All work must be completed by Dec. 9, 2017.
Fee: $20 for Members / $25 for NonMembers
I agree to commit to the 2 week deadline and submit a photograph of my work to
vacinspire@gmail.com in two weeks after I receive it. This photograph will be used as the
inspiration by the next artist in the chain.
The receiving for the show is December 9, 2017.
Signed: ___________________________________
Date: _____________________________________
Name: ____________________________________
Address: __________________________________
City, State ZIP _____________________________
Phone: ___________________________________
Email address: _____________________________

